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Preface

The purpose of this research was to examine ways that

the reliability and maintainability of electrical and

pneudraulic components and systems could be improved.

Problems encountered with the components and systems were

revealed as well as recommended corrective actions. Though

several data sources were tapped this research does not

provide the only ways reliability and maintainability could

be improved. Interviews with maintenance technicians,

component design analyses, and "hands-on" maintenance

experience Can provide additional suggestions.

In preparing this thesis I have received a great deal

of help from others. I want to thank my thesis advisor, Mr.

Jerome Peppers, for his patience and understanding in seeing

me through this sometimes trying experience. Thanks is also

due to the electrical and pneudraulic technicians at the

906th Tactical Fighter Group and the 4950th Test Wing for

allowing me to tap their vast maintenance experience and

wisdom. And last but not least, I thank God for blessing me

with a loving and faithful family. without my wife and

children supporting me, surely AFIT would be a long and

arduous event.

Ricky L. Fennell
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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to examine ways that

the reliability and maintainability (R&M) of aircraft

electrical and pneudraulic components and systems could be

improved. To accomplish this task two R&M databanks for the

components under review were researched. Added to this

information were the opinions of electrical and pneudraulic

aircraft maintenance technicians from two organizations

assigned to Wright-Patterson AFB OH.

The results of the document reviews and interviews were

a list of specific problem areas and suggested corrective

*-. actions for each. These problem areas were then categorized

into general recommendations to improve the reliability,

maintainability, and a subset of maintainability,

accessability, of the electrical and pneudraulic systems.

. This thesis should be looked at as a management

document providing general guidelines for designing aircraft

electrical and pneudraulic systems. As these systems are

functionally similar to other aircraft systems, such as

fuel, propulsion, and environmental systems, the

recommendations put forth may also apply to those systems.
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ELECTRICAL/PNEUDRAULIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Background

Rarely do the Air Force's budget requests and its

actual funding levels match. Sometimes the Air Force

receives more than it requests but more often it receives

less. In the years when the budget requests have exceeded

the funding levels this deficit would obviously have to be

made up somehow. Some element(s) of the budget would have

to absorb the reductions. But even in the "feast" years

where the funding levels have matched or exceeded the budget

requests, it can not be assumed that all of the

appropriations will be 100% funded. Consider what happened

from 1976 to 1982. The Air Force funding levels ranged from

a low of 94.0% to a high of 114.4% (Table I) while the

spares funding level during that same period never exceeded

60% (Table II). Without adequate funding, the required

spares could not be bought. Without the appropriate amount

of spares, the Air Force's supportability would decrease

which would in turn decrease the combat capability of the

Air Force. Major Gordon Hodgson noted in a 1984 Air Force

Journal of Logistics article, "Reliability and

maintainability in the Air Force", that:



Table I

AIR FORCE REQUIREMENTS AND FUNDING

(In billions of dollars)

Fiscal Year Budget Request Funded Percent

1976 30.2 28.4 94.0

1977 32.1 31.1 96.9

1978 34.7 32.9 94.8

1979 34.9 34.9 100.0

1980 38.4 41.6 108.3

1981 45.7 52.3 114.4

1982 67.0 64.9 96.9

(12) for the budget request
(2:C-18) for funding level

Table II

N. SPARES REQUIREMENTS AND FUNDING

(In billions of dollars)

Fiscal Year Budget Request Funded Percent

1976 1.5 0.6 40.0

1977 1.5 0.8 53.3

01978 1.8 0.8 44.4

1979 2.4 1.0 41.7

1980 3.6 0.9 25.0

1981 4.4 2.3 52.3

1982 5.7 3.4 59.6

(10: 10)
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In response to this dilemma, the Assistant
Secretary 'of the Air Force for Research,
Development and Logistics, in a memorandum to
the Air Force Vice Chief of Staff, suggested
that technology could provide increased
supportability and lower overall support costs
through more extensive application of
reliability and maintainability (R&M)
improvements (10:10).

* General James Mullins, former Commander, Air Force

-~ Logistics Command, gave an address at the Martin Marietta,

Denver aerospace facility in 1984 entitled "Reliability:

Key to Cost Reduction." In the address, General Mullins

cited the savings that could be realized with improved

reliability.

... there would be substantial savings in
operations and maintenance costs, about $7.5
billion this year, and almost $9.5 billions in
fiscal 1985. These savings, when coupled with
additional savings in civilian logistics
personnel, could easily free 20 percent of the
entire Air Force budget to be used in more
productive and meaningful ways (13:16).

*A large part of the savings would be accomplished in

the reduction of aircraft spares required. The very area in

which the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research,

Development and Logistics suggested that R&M could increase

supportability and lower overall costs. General Mullins

supported this thought when he said that,

For a 25 percent improvement in MTBF (mean
time between failure), perhaps from 500 hours
to 625 hours, you could reduce the spares
requirement almost 40 percent and still
maintain the same aircraft availability. if
you could double the present MTBF, you would

.F~ .%eliminate almost 80 percent of the present
spares requirement (13:16).

3
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Major- Hodgson pointed out the potential return on

investment that could be accomplished through R&M. He cited

a 1974 Logistics Management Institute study that "developed

an optimization technique to determine the system

reliability that would result in lowest life cycle costs."

This study, based on historical data for four weapon

systems, showed the potential savings had system reliability

been optimized early in system development. "While

additional funds would have been required to accomplish this

development, substantial returns were indicated and a

N significant improvement in the probability of predicted

mission success occurred." The findings of the study (Table

EI) -point out the great potential for return on investment

in R&M (10:12).

Table III

POTENTIAL RETURN ON R&M INVESTMENT

Additional Net Life
'5Investment Cycle Cost Percent Return

in R&M Savings on Investment
System ($ millions) ($ millions) over 10 years

*F-4C $ 134 $ 453 338
F-105D 194 580 299
B-52H 76 185 240
C-141A 271 1608 593

Avg Percent Improvement
in Prob of Mission Success: 54%

Avg Life Cycle Cost Savings: 27%

Avg R&M Investment as Percent
of Present Life Cycle Cost: 8%

(10:12)
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In a March 1985 memorandum to all major commands and

separate operating agencies, then Air Force Chief of staff

General Charles Gabriel and then Secretary of the Air Force

Verne Orr emphasized the importance of reliability and

maintainability of Air Force weapon systems. In their

memorandum, they stated,

F or t oo lo n g, t he reliability and
maintainability of our weapon systems have
been secondary considerations in the
acquisition process. It is time to change
this practice and make reliability and
maintainability primary considerations.
Reliable weapon systems reduce life cycle
costs, require fewer spares and less manpower,
and result in higher sortie rates, Similarly,
maintainable weapons require fewer people and
lower skill levels, and reduce maintenance
times. Equally important, good reliability
and maintainability improve the mobility of
our forces-fewer people and less support
equipment to deploy. They reduce dependence
on airlift and prepositioning, while
increasing our ability to generate sorties
(9: 11) .

Willis Willoughby expressed similar concern to that of

General Gabriel and. Secretary Orr in an article six years

earlier titled "Reliability by Design, Not by Chance".

.performance has seldom been a limiting
factor; indeed, performance has usually

*exceeded requirements. At the same time,
however, reliability requirements, which in
some instances were questionably low to begin
with, are being missed by wide margins; yet
many of these products will be in service for
ten to twenty years or more. A high-

a deterrent, if it cannot consistently deliver
this performance because it is either brken
down or breaks down immediately upon being
pressed into service (17:341).

General Bryce Poe, who was then Commander, Air Force

Logistics Command, in 1979 felt that not only were

5
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reliability and maintainability important but that they

needed to be designed into weapon systems. He believed the

Air Force should be proactive and not reactive when it comes

to R&M. In his article "Getting Weapons That Do The Job",

General Poe said,

Availability of equipment has to do mainly
with that equipment's reliability and
maintainability. Lack of either greatly
increases cost. So, that's really what we're
talking about when we say life cycle costs.
The cosL of designing in reliability, versus
the cost of making it work if we don't. In
the words of the commercial, "pay me now or
pay me later", the presumption is that it is a
great deal cheaper to design in reliability
than to make it work later if we don't

* (15:64).

A good example of the effectiveness of designing in

reliability and maintainability is in the comparison of the

F-4 and the F-15. By designing-in reliability, the F-15 has

20% higher reliability than the F-4 and it requires fewer

skilled avionics technicians per squadron for maintenance

(218 versus 307). Even more dramatic results are obtained

J~.when the F-4 and the Navy's F-18 are compared. The F-lB's

radar has 8,000 fewer pa. s than the F-4 radar and its

engine has 7,700 fewer parts. The F-lB uses two hydraulic

pumps instead of four, has improved avionic cooling, and

uses ground cooling fans. The F-18 has experienced an

average 2.8-3.5 flight hours between failure (the F-4

- - averages less than one hour) , a savings of 50% in required

maintenance man-hours per flight hour, and greater than a

20% overall reduction in operating and support costs (8:29).

6



Improving the reliability and maintainability of

aircraft and their imbedded systems and components has wide-

ranging, positive impacts. The need for spares, support

* . equipment, and manpower decrease which drives down the life

cycle cost of aircraft. What increases is the Air Force's

availability of aircraft, number of sorties generated,

mobility, sustainability, and combat capability. Improved

reliability and maintainability in design will assure the

Air Force will be able to avoid maintainability fiascos such

as the F-4 ejection seat. Actually nothing is wrong with

the ejection seat itself, but it has to be removed from the

aircraft to reach a particular radio every time that radio

fails. This problem reportedly cost the Air Force one-

quarter million dollars a month (over 58,000 manhours) in

logistics support (15:60); an expenditure which could have

been avoided had R&M been taken into consideration in the

F-4 design.

Problem Statement

Billions of dollars have been spent every year in the

*acquisition of aircraft weapon systems. once the aircraft

-were fielded, billions more were spent in their logistical

support. One can project enormous potential savings through

improved reliability and maintainability. Modern U.S.

military ai rcraf t are incredibly complex and designed to

perform a broad spectrum of missions and, therefore, they

incorporate a variety of systems. This research was

designed to focus on two systems common to all aircraft

7
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(electrical and pneudraulic systems) and to illustrate how

reliability and maintainability might be improved. The

improvements could affect the entire Air Force aircraft

inventory because many could be retrofitted.

Research Objectives

This paper had two objectives. 1) How could the

reliability of electrical and pneudraulic systems and their

components be increased? 2) How could the maintainability

of electrical and pneudraulic systems and their components

be improved? This paper presents suggestions/considerations

to improve the design of the electrical and pneudraulic

systems and their related components so that reliability

will be increased and maintainability will be improved.

This is a management document and not an engineering

proposal. It proposes recommendations/ideas on how the

components/systems should be designed, not how to build

them.

An added benefit from this effort could be the cross-

.utilization of information. Other aircraft systems such as

* fuel, propulsion, and environmental systems have components

functionally similar to the components found in electrical

and pneudraulic systems. Proposed recommendations for

change to the electrical/pneudraulic components may also

aprly to these other systems.

1%.
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scope

This research was restricted to the investigation of

R&M improvements in electrical and pneudraulic systems and

their respective components. These two systems were chosen

because 1) conceptually they are similar in that they deal

with a flow of energy--current in electrical systems and

fluid in pneudraulic systems and 2) the components found in

* electrical and pneudraulic systems are functionally similar

to components found in other aircraft systems such as fiel,

propulsion, and environmental systems. The R&M improvements

proposed for the electrical and pneudraulic components may

therefore aiso apply to the other aircraft systems. The

electrical and pneudrauiic components listed in Taole :v

were investigated for R&M imorovements.

This list was a grouping of all the components found

within the systems, i.e., there are different types of

valves in pneudraulic systems but for the purpose of tnis

paper, they will be looked at together. ny R&M

*0. improvements for one type of valve will apply to other types

unless otherwise specified.
I

A definition of tne electrcal and opre.> i

components may be found in Appendix C and D respectiiely.

* Limitations

There were three limitations to this research.

1. Redundancy of systems was not address.oi -s

redundancy increases the relkability of systems solely oy

9
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, .Table IV.9.

COMPONENTS UNDER INVESTIGATION

Electrical Components

(in alphabetical order)

Circuit Protection Devices Relays

Constant Speed Drives Transformer-Recz.f-ers

Control Dev -:s Variaole Resisz Drs

- Frequency and Load Controllers Vibrators

Generators Voltage Reqc!u3-l3s

Hardware Wir ing

Motors

?neudrauilc Components

( n alphabetical order)

Accumulators Pressure Swi- ches

Actuators Pumos

Filters Reservoirs

Fittings Seals

Fuses Tuoi.g

~ware Val yes

Pressure Regulators

04
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-V'.

adding backup components. It does not improve the

reliability of the individual components.

2. Electronic equipment was not covered.

Electronic equipment is defined as being those devices which

-. utilize electron tubes and semiconductors, have integrated

circuits, and encompass equipment employed in the field of

detection and tracking, recognition and identification,

. communication, aids to navigation, weapons control,

. * countermeasures, and associated test equipment (16:249).

3. Time did not allow all possible sources of

information to be tapped so the search for reliability and

maintainability recommendations was confined to tenant

organizations of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH.

Definitions

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are

.5 defined:
V.,

Reliability-the probability that an item will perform

its intended function for a specified interval under stated

conditions (16:576).
.':

Maintainability-a characteristic of design and

installation expressed as tne probability that an item will

oe restored to a specified condition within a given period

OS of time when the maintenance is performed using prescribed

procedures and resources (16:406). Maintainability 1.s

- concerned with ease and economy in the performance of

maintenance. As such, an objective is to obtain the proper

Dalance between elapsed time, laoor time, and personnel

o11
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skills at a minimum maintenance cost (1:44).

Accessability-a measure of the relative ease of

admission to the various areas of an item (16:3).

Accessability is considered a characteristic of

maintainability in that maintenance has to be performed

within a given period of time.

Component-an integral constituent of a complete (end)

item. A component may consist of a part, assembly, or

subassembly (16:144).

Electrical Equipment-apparatus, appliances, devices,

wiring, fixtures, fittings, and material used as a part of

*. or in conjunction with an electrical installation (16:248).

Pneudraulic Equipment-apparatus, appliances, devices,

tubing, fixtures, fittings, and material used as a part of

or in conjunction with a pneudraulic installation.

12
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II. METHODOLOGY

Approach Overview

Three sources of information were used to determine how

the reliability and maintainability (R&M) of electrical and

pneudraulic systems can be improved.

1. A review of existing literature on R&M

improvements for the components comprising the electrical

and pneudraulic systems as well as for components

functionally similar but found in other aircraft systems.

2. Discussions and interviews with electrical and

pneudraulic aircraft maintenance technicians from the 4950th

Test Wing and the 906th Tactical Fighter Group located at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH.

3. Discussions and interviews with the Advanced

Tactical Fighter (ATF) engineers at the Aeronautical Systems

Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH.

This approach is explained in the following sections.

It is pictorially displayed in Fig. 1.

* Document Review

The document review portion of the research effort

entailed a review of the technical description of each

component being investigated (see Chap I, Scope). This

technical description came from two sources.

I

13
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Review Technical
Description
of Component

Review Existing
Literature on
R&M Improvements
for the Components

Interview Technicians IInterview Engineers
for Suggestions on on Ways R&M is being
Ways to Improve the R&M Incorporated into

~5of the Components te ATF

Document Findings in
Chapters 3 and 4

* Fig 1. Methodology Approach
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1. Aircraft Electrical System Career Development

Course material, course 42350 vol 1-3 and course 42370 vo

2, published by the 3370th Technical Training Group, Chanute

Air Force Base Il.

2. Aircraft Pneudraulic Repairman Career

Development Course material, cou'se 42152 vol 1-3, published

by the 3370th Technical Training Group, Chanute Air Force

Base Il.

Both of these Career Development Courses were studied

thoroughly and carefully as though the researcher was

aattempting to qualify for an appropriate Air Force Specialty

Code. This action, while very time-consuming, was essential

to the detailed understanding of the two systems for this

thesis effort. On completion, th2 researcher felt

comfortable with his technical knowledge and understanding

of the systems, components, and all parts required for

effective operation. This acquired competence and

understanding was invaluable in the later discussion and

interviews with engineers and technicians. Further, it

provided a sound base upon which to arrange their

recommended actions.

Once the component technical descriptions were

obtained, existing literature on R&M improvements for the
,0

components were reviewed. This review was expanded to

components found in other aircraft systems that are

functionally similar to the electrical and pneudraulic

components. The literature originated from two sources.

15
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Air Force Lessons Learned abstracts supplied

4ov t.he Air Force Lessons Learned office (AFALC/LSL) at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH.

2. Air Force Logistics Research and Studies

Program proposals supplied by the Air Force Coordinating

Office for Logistics Research (AFALC/AFCOLR/XR) at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base OH.

Interviews

After the literature review was complete, two sets of

interviews/discussions were conducted. The discussions were

held with two groups of individuals. These groups were 1)

electrical and pneudraulic aircraft maintenance technicians

from the 4950th Test Wing (4950TW) and the 906th Tactical

Fighter Group (906TFG) and 2) engineers working on the

Advanced Tactical Fighter program at the Aeronautical

Systems Division. Both groups are located at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base OH.

In the first set, maintenance technicians were

interviewed. One to three technicians were interviewed as a

[* group. The technicians chosen for the interview were at the

discretion of the shop chief. As a guide, the shop chief

was asked to pick individuals based on their maintenance

experience and their ability to envision ways to improve the

-&M of the systems they maintain. The shop chief was also

aided by a list of questions (Appendix A) that could have

been asked in the interview. All of these questions were

not asked in each interview. These questions served as a

16
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guide for the researcher as he conducted an informal,

brainstorming session with the participants. This took

place four different times: once with the 4950TW

. electricians; once with the 906TFG electricians; once with

* -*the 4950TW pneudraulic technicians; and once with the 906TFG

pneudraulic technicians.

In each session the researcher explained the purpose of

the study, explained his understanding of the components

comprising the systems, and then solicited comments and
4-.

- suggestions from the group via the interview questions. The

interview questions were validated by six individuals (see

Appendix B); three professors at the Air Force Institute of

Technology, two maintenance shop chiefs from the 4950th Test

Wing and a program manager (former Integrated Logistics

Support Manager) from the B-lB Program Office. Table V

contains a cross-reference of the interview questions and

the research objectives they answer.

The second set of discussions took place with engineers

working on the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) at the

Aeronautical System Division (ASD). This organization was

selected because the ATF Ls in the Demonstration/Validation

acquisition phase and the design is still evolving. The

engineers were asked how R&M was being incorporated in

aircraft today.

Results

The final product of the literature review and interviews

and discussions were Chapters 3 and 4 and Appendix E and

17



Table V

QUESTION CROSS-REFERENCE

Objective: To propose ways to improve the reliability and

maintainability of electrical and pneudraulic components.

Research Question No. 1 : How can the reliability of

electrical and pneudraulic systems and their components be

increased?

Research Question No. 2 : How can the maintainability of

electrical and pneudraulic systems and their components be

improved?

Question No. Res. Ques. 1 Res. Ques. 2

I x
2 x
3 X
4 X
5 X
6 X
7 X
8 x
9 X

10 X
11 X

*12 X

13 X
14 

X

15 X
16 X
17 X
18 X
19 X

-" 18
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F of this paper. The chapters are broken out by the main

.2 categories into which the suggestions could be grouped. Each

category contains a summary of the suggestions proposed.

Appendix E and F contain the actual suggestions. These

appendices are broken out by system (electrical and

pneudraulic) and then sub-divided into their respective

components.

Method Justification

The reason for choosing a literature review and

interview method for this research stems from two facts: 1)

* while there is some information available, as was described

in the document review section of this chapter, there is no

all-inclusive data package to analyze; and 2) the designers

and maintainers of weapon systems have a wealth of knowledge

that would suit the objective of this research.

*As the researcher was seeking to propose R&M

improvements, it was necessary to seek primary sources with

background in the electrical and pneudraulic field for

suggestions. A problem with allowing the shop chief to

select the personnel to be interviewed is that bias may have

entered into the selection process. The shop chief may have

selected individuals based on how well he (the chief) gets

along with the individuals and not necessarily on the

individuals' capability to provide quality inputs. In a

pre-interview session with the shop chiefs, the researcher

stressed the importance of carefully selecting individuals

based on their maintenance experience and their ability to

19
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envision ways to improve the R&M of the systems they

maintain. Bias was not considered as element of the

resultait interviews and discussions.

2420
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III. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Aircraft electrical systems are comprised of a number

." of components (see Table IV, pg 10) that generate,

" distribute, and use electrical energy. Some components use

*< the electrical energy in its original form while others

*' transform the electrical energy to mechanical energy by

interfacing with other aircraft systems. Either way,

croblems have been noted with electrical components which

affect the reliability and maintainability of the components

and thus the electrical system. Some of these problems are

inherent (designed into) to the electrical component. Some

are induced (introduced) by the interaction of the

electrical component with other aircraft systems or the

- .* environment in which the electrical component is operating.

S- This thesis is a managerial document which reviews

problems, both inherent and induced, encountered with

electrical components which affect the reliability and

maintainability of the components. It also proposes

corrective actions to the problems. A compilation of

problems was obtained from four sources. The four sources
oae

are i) the Air Force Lessons Learned data bank, 2) the Air

Force Coordinating Office of Logistics Research data bank,

3) interviews with electrical technicians from the 906th

Tactical Fighter Group, and 4) interviews with electrical

technicians from the 4950th Test Wing. All four sources

reside on Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH.
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The results of the literature review and the interviews

are contained in Appendix E, Electrical Componentrs.

Appendix E presents oroblems experienced with the electrical

comoonents and ootential corrective actions fur eac

problem. The problems, 103 in all, may be collected i

three broad categories: Reliability, Maintainability, and a

subset of maintainability, Accessaoility. The followni

paragraphs summarize the component categories. 7or furtner

information, see Appendix E.

Relianility

The reliability of electrical components and electrical

systems can be improved tnree ways:

1) Components should oe -eot electrically and

physically separated as much as possible. If the separate

entities of each component are retained, the failure of one

S. component will not affect the function and reliability of a

second.

2) Components should be designed to match their

operating environment. If a component, by its mounted

location, is going to be subected to a harsh environment

(such as in a wheel well), the component must be durable

enough to withstand that environment. If the component

durability does not match the environment, reliability will

be compromised and maintenance cost- increased.

3) A thorough system analysis of each system and

the embedded components should be conducted during design to

identify as many potential failure modes as possible.
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Anticipation ot ine various f" iire .nodes pll nerini .

and systen engineers to es _jn re" 3 0 L 1V

components, Darts, and system.

Examples of each of these fo!ows.

The first way to improve reliability .s cy e

components electrically and physically separated as muc, 7s

oossible. An examole Is to atrange for each ni , 4

requires electrical power to oe fitted with its own cr:-

protection device. if nnis is not done, two r o,-

independent units will oe sharing the same c i c>

protection device. When one of thie units fail the .:i"

orotection device will shut off electrical nower to

Unfortunately, when that happens, electrical power worn

also be shut off to the other unit(s). This stuat.

describes a forced failure of a functioning, serviceaole

unit(s). A second example of forced failure, though n_: -

electrical, is when an engine and a constant speed drije use

the same lubricating system. Should the oil system fa..,

both the engine and the constant soeed drive would De
contaminated or denied of lubricant which could Lead no

extended failures. This forced failure wouldi oe ao oced

the engine and constant speed dr ive use independent

lubricating systems. A third example of the failure of one

unit forcing the failure of a second is when electr ica

switches are mounted to hydraulic actuators. if the

actuator seeps hydraulic fluid on the electrical switch, the

switch may be rendered inoperable as switches are not
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3 Comoonents which require adjustment should oe

Ies~gned so the adjustment can be made quickly.

4) Comoonents should be designed so repairs can

oe made easily and quickly.

Examples of these follow.

F'irs-, the maintainability of electrical systems will

-e improved they are designed so they are easier to

- rD.rolesnoot. The time required for troubleshooting

*eectrccal systems and components can be decreased f

circalt breakers are grouped according to the system they

support and their amperage. This would allow the technician

D go to one system circuit oreaker panel and determine at a

glance if a circuit breaker is popped and what the amperage

Troubleshooting times can also be reduced if wires are

identified at frequent intervals so they can be easily

traced. If this is not done, a technician could easily lose

tracK of a wire he is tracing through a wire harness. A

futuristic idea which would enhance troubleshooting would be

h nave power-indicating wire. This wire would have a

-oating which changes color when power is applied and
O

reverts to normal when power is not applied.

Second, maintainability is enhanced if components areF] onysically separated as much as possible so the components

can more easily be fault isolated. Components which

interact as a set, such as a generator and a constant speed

dr-ve, take more time to correctly determine which component

i s malf inctioning. More time is also required if the
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components must be built-up and bench checked prior to use

as a set. Maintenance manhours and costs also increase when

the "no defect" component of a set must be mated and tested

with the serviceable replacement of the defective component.

A second example of keeping components physically separated

to ease fault isolation, and removal and replacement, is

motors for fuel shut-off valves. If the motor can be

treated independently of the valve assembly, then it is easy

to determine which component is failing and remove it.

Otherwise, like the generator and constant speed drive

example, the motor and valve assembly will take longer to

troubleshoot as a set, and will have similar maintenance for

build-up and bench check, and for matching of replacements,

as mentioned above for sets.

Third, maintenance times are decreased if necessary

adjustments to components can be made quickly. A case in

point is the relatively high degree of difficulty involved

to adjust the constant speed drive basic speed governor on

some aircraft. If the adjustment must be made from the

bottom of the engine, the technician must somehow get

anderneath the engine to make the adjustment. Depending on

the clearance beneath the engine, and on the size and

dexterity of the technician, the technician may be able to

kneel and reach up into the bottom of the engine. If not,

he may have to almost bend backwards to get to the speed

governor to make adjustments. The adjustment could be made

more easily if the governor could always be adjusted from
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the side of the engine. The technician, in all likelihood,

could stand and make the adjustment straight-on. An example

where frequent rigging and adjustments might be eliminated

altogether is when proximity switches are employed rather

than mechanical switches. Proximity switches are of solid

state construction with no moving parts and the refore

require no adjustments. In comparison, mechanical switches

incorporate cams, rollers, or levers, to activate the

system. They require checks to see if the any of the moving

parts need to be adjusted when the system indicates a

failure.

Finally, fourth, maintainability is enhanced by

simplifying the component maintenance procedures. One

example of this is that repairs on electrical wires may be

completed more quickly if the electrical wires can be

crimped together instead of being soldered. Both connecting

methods serve the same purpose but soldering takes more time

and skill, and more support equipment. A second example is

the maintenance manhours expended to remove components which

are hardwired as compared to those which have quick-

disconnect connectors. Components with quick-disconnect

features can be removed in a matter of seconds and generally

require no tools. Hardwired components take much longer and

usually do require at least simple handtools.

Accessability

The last category, accessability, is probably the

hardest for aircraft designers to "get their hands around"
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as it is not really assigned to any one engineering

discipline in particular. Perhaps because of this

• . accessability problems abound. For example, the

accessability of the landing gear roller switches may be

poor depending on where the switches are located inside the

wheel well. Experience indicates that if the roller

switches are attached to the landing gear doors, easier

access to them will be obtained. Another example is the

time it takes to remove and replace electrical LRUs. LRUs

with wire harnesses which are mounted to terminal studs

require a longer time to remove than LRUs with cannon plugs

which feature a quick disconnect capability. Those

components which require adjustments may obtain

accessability if the techiicians are provided easier access

to the internal components which require adjustment or if

they are provided external adjustment points. An example

already cited is the constant speed drive basic speed

governor adjustment. If the adjustment is made from the

side of the engine, the maintenance procedure is easier to

carry out than if the adjustment has to be made from beneath

the engine.

Onaoing Initiatives

0.1 In an interview on 20 July 1987, Mr. Gary Evans,

Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) Electric-l Power Engineer,

said that the ATF System Program Office is undertaking

several initiatives in the reliability, maintainability, and

accessability area. The ATF contractor(s) will incorporate
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proven high reliability parts into the first prototype

aircraft(s). As the aircraft design evolves, the

contractor(s) will consider new designs for various

components provided reliability is not sacrificed. Each

decision to switch to a new component will be preceded by a

trade-off study addressing the reliability of the

component(s) involved.

Mr. Evans pointed out that maintainability issues are

being addressed such as the extensive use of built-in test

to aid maintainers to troubleshoot. The ATF engineers are

also reviewing existing data sources (such as the Lessons

Learned abstracts) for information on how to increase

reliability, and improve maintainability and accessability.

- Last but certainly not least, various program office

personnel have taken advantage of Blue-Two visits sponsored

.- by the Air Force Coordinating Office of Logistics Research

- (7). These visits allow government and contractor program

office personnel to visit the maintenance units servicing

items already fielded. From this trip, weapon system

acquisition personnel are able to get firsthand exposure to

various operational/maintenance constraints. This exposure

will hopefully enlighten the weapon system designers and

acquisition managers and make them more sensitive to

. •reliability and maintainability problems so the same

problems may be avoided in future weapon systems or

acquisition efforts.
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IV. PNEUDRAULIC SYSTEMS

Aircraft pneudraulic systems are comprised of a number

of components (see Table IV, pg 10) that generate,

distribute, and use energy in the form of fluid pressure.

The primary function of pneudraulic systems is to transform

the fluid pressure/energy to mechanical energy by

interfacing with other aircraft system components.

Over the years problems have been noted with

pneudraulic components which affect the reliability and

maintainability of the components and the entire pneudrauiic

system. Some of these problems are inherent (designed into)

to the pneudraulic component. Some are induced (introduced)

by the interaction of the pneudraulic component with other

aircraft systems.

- This thesis is a managerial document which reviews both

inherent and induced pneudraulic component problems which

affect the reliability and maintainability of the components

and the system. It also proposes corrective actions to the

problems. A compilation of problems was obtained from three

sources. The three sources are 1) the Air Force Lessons

Learned data bank, 2) interviews with pneudraulic

technicians from the 906th Tactical Fighter Group, and 3)

interviews with pneudraulic technicians from the 4950th Test

Wing. All three sources reside on Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base, OH.
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The results of the literature review and the interviews

are contained in Appendix F, Pneudraulic Components.

Appendix F presents problems experienced with the

pneudraulic components and potential corrective actions for

each problem. The problems, 70 in all, may be collected in

three broad categories: Reliability, Maintainability, and a

subset of maintainability, Accessability. The following

paragraphs summarize the component categories. For further

information, see Appendix F.

Reliability

9The reliability of pneudraulic components and

pneudraulic systems can be improved two ways:

I) Components should be kept hydraulically and

physically separated as much as possible. If the separate

entities of each component are retained, the failure of one

component will not affect the function and reliability of a

second.

2) A thorough system analysis of each system and

its embedded components should be conducted during design to

4 dentify as many failure modes as possible. Anticipation of

the various failure modes will permit design and system

engineers to design reliability into the components, parts,

and system.

Examples of these follow.

The first way to improve reliability is by keeping

components and systems pneudraulically and physically

separated as much as possible. An example is to arrange for
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each pneudraulic unit to be fitted with its own fuse. If

this is not done, two or more independent units will be

sharing the same protection device. When one unit fails the

fuse will shut off pneudraulic fluid to it. Unfortunately,

when that happens, pneudraulic fluid is also shut off to the

other unit(s). This situation describes the forced failure

of a functioning, serviceable unit(s). Another example,

though non-pneudraulic, is if primary and redundant

pneudraulic pumps are driven from the same drive component.

The possibility of total pneudraulic system failure rests

with the reliability of the drive component. Should the

drive shaft or one component in the drive system fail, a

forced failure will occur in the pneudraulic system. A

third example of the need to keep systems separated is an

aircraft mishap which determined that pneudraulic lines and

electrical wiring were routed in too close proximity. As a

result of chafing, the wiring arced and weakened the wall of

a high pressure hydraulic line. The line ruptured, allowing

hydraulic fluid to escape. Arcing from the chafed wire

ignited the fluid and caused a fire.

The second improvement area for reliaoility Is to

conduct a thorough system analysis during design to

anticipate as many failure modes as possible. A case in

point is the pressurization of hydraulic reservoirs.

Reservoirs are normally pressurized on the ground with

support equipment. In the event of reservoir pressure loss,

usually through failure of the pressure relief valve, the
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engine bleed air system will pressurize the reservoir

through a shuttle valve. If this oressurizing air flow is

*sustained for a long period the heat from the engine bleed

air could damage the tubing and flex lines in the reservoir

" - pressurizing system. A second example is that aircraft

incorporating nonseparated-type pneudraulic reservoirs may

experience hydraulic failure if the moisture removing

elements within the bleed air components fail to remove all

contaminants. Moisture introduced into the pneudraulic

system may freeze at altitude and induce a component

failure. Another example is when pneudraulic lines are

subjected to stress and vibration, the lines will eventually

weaken and fail over time if they are not adequately

-. supported. Bracing and shock mounting the lines will

control the affects of stress and vibration.

Maintainability

Maintainability can be built into pneudraulic systems

- and components four different ways:

". 1) Pneudraulic systems should be designed so the

system is easier to troubleshoot.

2) Components should be kept separated as much as

possible so failure of each component will be easy to fault

isolate and remove and replace.
0;9

3) Components should be structured so improper

installation cannot occur.

4) Pneudraulic systems should be designed so

servicing of the system can be completed easily and quickly.
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7xamoles of these follow.

First of all, maintainability would be improved in

oneudraulic systems if troubleshooting aids were designed

into the system. An example is if manual shutoff valves are

placed at intervals throughout the pneudraulic system to

isolate the various components. By isolating components,

technicians will be able to take Qirect input and output

pressure readings of components without fluctuations being

introduced by other pneudraulic components. Isolating

components also allows the technician to remove a component

without having to drain a large part of the pneudraulic

system. He can shut off fluid flow before and after the

component so that he just has to extract fluid from the

component in question. A second idea which would speed the

troubleshooting of pneudraulic systems deals with

pneudraulic filters. Filters are routinely checked for

contamination. This procedure is not hard to do yet it

requires removing the filter for examination. If the filter

were housed in a clear bowl, visual checks could be

performed which would reduce maintenance times.

Secondly, maintainability is enhanced if components are

separated as much as possible so failure of each component

will be easy to fault isolate and remove and replace. An

example where the integration of components and systems

complicates maintenance is when slat and flap systems are

integrated. On one aircraft the slat system is coupled to

the flap system and is automatically controlled by flap
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actuation. ?ower for operation of the slats is provided by

the flap and slat drive gearbox. Output of the gearbox is

transmitted by torque tubes through a decoupler unit and

then to a clutch and brake assembly. From there, the power

output is transmitted by torque tubes to the slat drive

actuators in the wings. Making the slat system independent

from the flap system would decrease the complexity of the

system. System independence would make it easier to isolate

slat problems and facilitate troubleshooting, repair, and

rigging of the system.

Third, components should be structured so improper

installation could not occur. A case in point is

pneudraulic fuses. Fuses have decals on them indicating

• v installation direction but they can still be installed

backwards. This situation could be avoided one of three

ways: If the fuses were designed so that they could only be

hardmounted in one direction; If the input and output

fittings were different sizes; Or, if the fittings were

color coded so that the technician only had to match up

colors. A similar situation is encountered with look-alike

0 servicing valves. if the valves are not clearly idenzified,

inadvertent connection to the wrong pressure may occur. A

differentiation of the valves either by color code or

-v physical shape will prevent this from happening.

Designing pneudraulic systems so servicing of the

system can be completed easily and quickly is the fourth way

to improve maintainability. Pneudraulic system servicing
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procedures require operating the bleed valves several times

while servicing the system. If the bleed valves and

- reservoir gauges are not located in close proximity, this

procedure will have to be carried out by two people. This

*increases servicing times and increases manpower

requirements. If the pneudraulic system bleed valves and

-" reservoir gauges are located in close proximity, servicing

-. and bleeding the system could be accomplished by one person.

* Likewise, each reservoir should have its own quantity gauge

* in addition to the system indicator in the cockpit. This

will prevent attempting to service reservoirs which do not

require it.

Accessability

As stated in Chapter III, the last category,

accessability, is probably the hardest for aircraft

designers to "get their hands around" as it is not really

assigned to any one engineering discipline in particular.

Yet, accessability problems abound. Accumulators on one

cargo aircraft, though a low failure item, are difficult to

[ get to. To oerform maintenance on the accumulator, :he

hydraulic reservoir and several hydraulic lines must be

removed. On one particular fighter, approximately 16-20

0:' manhours are required to remove a speed brake actuator

attachment bolt. To remove the bolt both ejection seats and

the actuator cover located between the right position rudder

pedals must be removed first. Since the rudder pedals are

under the instrument panel, there is very little worKing

.- o 37
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soace ind --ne fremOva ;' r ') ne acta.r2>t ~ .~-.

is a vjery timne-co)nsi n ing pr )cess. ServC1 n19 A C -Ss :i 1

C an alIs o c ro n :: ne m In n ' T, an ) na x n m >

choaracteristics are not ta~en into cons ier at i n d-,r nq t-ne

* design of the aircraft. An example is tne alt-ernate adt

gear extension system on a particular fignter a~rcr-ift.

* ~. This pneudraulic system is serviced nrgha C.-1arf g nc

.Located in the main landing gear wheel well. Nor-naliy, t~

valve is easy to reach. Ho wev er, t-h e v a Ije :)ec c1

inaccessible when the aircraft is fully loaded. W'hen

loaded the airframe sits so low that tne r ,gnt :na~n ~n:.

gear strut will not allow enough clearance to 'noo-,

service hose. :f any of the emergency sses~ne

common valve re.juires servicing, the 02l: 4 .i' - a:D ac>-tss

is to oump up the strots to full extensioDn and tnen eco

the struts aft-er servicing. If tnis valve were lct~

few inches forward of: its present loatDn ne nezr±>

problem would not exist.

ongoing Initiatives

I n a n i n tr.v Lew on 3 A jgus t 1S r ilKn.

Advanced TactiLcal Fighter ( ATF lead FIgn 1

Engineer, said that the ATF contract-)r~s) are bai-

* design of the pneudraulic systems on existing rel i--,

and maintainability data. In the fe'Ln:: arain

*contractor(s) are reviewing current J-i-3r -un -in'e

already fielded. From this data, the des ,3n engineero ..3

try to improve reliaoLlity by designin~ ~~o
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€2 nodes. \fter ne syscem is Jes.gned then 1ill andergo

e:ens 2.e :aa 12.t catLoin test:ing.

-mr. K~n:Lg sa-d the same approach is being undertaken

t -o ,vore tne ma:ntainabilty of the pneudraulic systems.

The contractor(s) will rev:ew existing maintainability data

se"ect those areas where improvement can be made. Once

Jen.t:fed the design engineers will also try to improve the

mainta2naDIItIy of the system. One example that he gave is

tne ise of self-diagnostics tD nonitor fi id levels IL).
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7. CONCLUSION

The goal of this thesis was to compile a management

jocument containing suggestions to improve the design of

electrical and pneidraulic systems and their related

comoonents so that reliability will be increased and

"a ainab liv.,_ will oe imoroved . Overall, tne goal 4as

accomplisned but much remains to oe done to improve R&M ror

aircraft systems. Listed in Table V: are seven related

areas recommended for further investigation.

The oottom line is that system and component designers

.- : :D constantly juestion: I) In what ways can tns

s:em/comonent be made more reliaole? and 2) Row can tne

Ss:temcomonent be made easier to maintain? Sometimes -ne

answers may conflict. in that case, trade-offs will nave to

; e mace oetween reliability and maintainability. A good

common sense guide to follow is: The lower the reliaoIltv

;: a component, the easier it should be to get to it and

Desiners are cautioned not to thin. they are t-ne

- e a:nor f a sys-en or comoonent. There re
.-n :sands of tchnicians torning the screws on veaoon

cisterns everyday 4ho can proviJe valuable input into tne
4

' es n of systems based on their "real-world" experiences.

Des gners and engineers should not ne hesitant to ask these

"cnn L:ns their opinions. Those ooinions should cecome

f. tner va 3iabe 1.ta a oint fron Ahich to orK. An
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excellent way to gain this information, and some actual

weapon system experience, is through "Blue-Two" visits

sponsored by the Air Force Coordinating Office of Logistics

Research, AFALC/AFCOLR, Wright-Patterson AFB OH. These

visits allow weapon system acquisition personnel, both

government and contractors, to visit the maintenance units

of items already fielded. From this trip, they are able to

get firsthand exposure to various operational/maintenance

constraints. With this knowledge, they should then be able

to design more reliability and maintainability into the

systems they are working on. If a Blue-Two visit can not be

arranged, designers should initiate contact with maintenance
.nits themselves. All it takes is a few phone calls to oe

placed in touch with the technicians maintaining the

systems.

it is also recommended that designers tap into the

extensive lesson learned data bank at the Air Force Lessons

Learned Offire, AFALC/LSL, 4right-Patterson A.B OH. The

data bank contains validated lessons learned that have oeen

sinmitted by technicians and acquis1tion personnel

-nrougnoit tne government. The Lesson Learned o:ce -in

cond ict keyword searches on any suo]ect. They will tnen

orovide a orintout of everything in their files on the

sab ect. Each printout will contain a description of

problems encountered and recommended corrective actions.
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Table VI

AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

i. Results of the proliferation of non-standard parts.
What impact does the proliferation of non-standard parts
throughout the Air Force (the Department of Defense) have on
the maintainability of weapon systems? How does it impact
component spares costs and stock levels? Is reliability
sacrificed? How does it affect unit ability to deploy
weapon systems? What can be done? What should be done?

2. Consequences of vague technical orders. How are
technical orders considered vague? How does this hamper
technicians in carrying out their jobs? What action(s) is
necessary?~

3. Advantages of user participation in system
acquisition. Within the past five years, system acquisition
has been opened to senior non-commissioned officers. How
effective has this been? What have been the advantages
and/or disadvantages of doing this?

4. Results of the proliferation of support equipmenz.
As with non-standard parts, there has been a proliferation
of support equioment in the Air Force. How has this
impacted our warfighting capability? Is this proliferation
justified? What can be done? What should be done?

5. Results of a failure to properly assign work unit
codes. if work unit codes are not broken out in sufficient
detail then items which need repair will be charged against

the next higher assembly. How does this bias the
maintenance data collection? How does it affect the design

-.. of weapon system components? What should be done?

6. Reliability/maintainability trade-off guidelines

- R&M trade-offs are made constantly. Can a set of standard
guidelines be assembled to assist acquisition personnel in
_ :onducting and anaLyzina -rade-offs?

7. Time change items vs replace only on failure. The
old maintenance adage is, "If it isn't broke, don't fix it."
There are many components on weapon systems which violate
this adage since they are designated as time change items.
Would the reliability of weapon systems be decreased if we
replaced only on failure? Would the stock level of oarts
change? What are the advantages and disadvantages of each
method? What should be done?
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Appendix A

Interview Questions

Assume you are an electrical/pneudraulic consultant for a
defense contractor. What would you want to tell the
contractor about how to design component ?
More specifically, what could be done to increase the
reliability and maintainability of the component?

Accessability

1. How easily can the maintenance technician gain access
to the high-failure items? What limits access?

2. How easily can the maintenance technician access i-ems
that do not have high failure rates? What limits
access?

3. Can the component be accessed by one person?
4. How can access of the component be improved?

* Maintenance Tasks

5. How easy is it to fix the high-failure items? What
limits ease of maintenance?

6. How easy is it for the maintenance technician to
maintain the items that do not have high failure rates?
What limits ease of maintenance?

7. Can the component be maintained by one person?
8. Is each component a stand-alone item, i.e., does

maintenance on one item automatically require
maintenance on another item(s)?

9. Which components are the hardest to maintain and why?
10.. How can the maintainability of the component be

improved?

Troubleshooting

When *ou troubieshoot the comocnent, can you do
alone or do you need assistance from other specialists?

12. Do you need special test equipment to conduct your
troubleshooting on the component?

*Failure Analysis

13. What breaks or fails the most often? For vhat reason?
14. Which components are the least reliable and why?
15. How can the reliability of tne component be improved?
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Des ign

16. Conceotually, is there a way that functions of several
components can be combined thereby eliminating the

requirement for so many individual components?
17. Is there a simpler way to perform these functions?
18. Is this component's function performed by another

component, oerhaos in something other than aircraft?
19. If the function is duplicated by another component, can

the component be adapted for use in aircraft?

4.
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Appendix 3

Interview Question Validation

4. The interview questions used in this research were validated
by the following individuals.

Lt Col Paul Reid
Instructor of Logistics Management
Air Force Institute of Technology

Lt Col David Lloyd
Assistant Professor of Logistics Management

Air Force Institute of Technology

Major Phillip Miller
Assistant Professor of Logistics Management

Air Force Institute of Technology

Mr. Hannibal Davis
Pneudraulic Shop Chief

4950th Test Wing

Mr. Robert Neeley
Electric Shop Chief

-' 4950th Test Wing

-. Ms. Sandra Simmons
Program Manager

3-lB Program office
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Appendix C

Electrical Components Definitions

Circuit Protection Device-A contrivance built in such a way
that when current flow exceeds a set amount the contrivance
automatically fails thereby opening the circuit (3:85-86).

Constant Speed Drive-A hydraulic mechanical transmission
which converts variable engine speed input to a constant rpm
output to drive an alternating current generator (4:64).

Control Device-A switch which opens and closes an electrical
circuit (3:83).

Frequency and Load Controller-A device which monitors :he
frequency and electrical load of a generator and balances
out any deviations via the constant speed drive.

Generator-An apparatus which generates the electrical energy
for the system.

Hardware-The screws, nuts, bolts, fasteners, and safety
devices used to connect various electrical components to one
another and to the aircraft.

Motor-A machine which transforms electrical energy into
mechanical energy (4:90).

Relay-An electrically energized, or mechanical, latch device
used to complete an electrical circuit.

Transformer-Rectifier-A device which changes alternating
current to direct current (4:82).

Variable Resistor-A device which will vary the voltage to an
operating unit within a given range of values (3:84).

Vibrator-A unit which changes 28 volts of direct current
into pulsating current (5:45).

Voltage Regulator-A unit which maintains a constant output

voltage under varying load conditions (4:38).

wiring-A metallic rod used to transport electrical current.
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Appendix D

-4 Pneudraulic Components Definitions

Accumulator-A storage chamber for gas or fluid under
pressure. It aids or supplements the power pump when
several pneudraulic mnchanisms are in operation at the same
time. It provides limited operation of a oneudrauliz
mechanism when the power pump is not operating. It dampens
surges in the pneudraulic system (14:30).

Actuator-A unit which converts hydraulic or gas pressure to
mechanical movement to do the required work (14:33).

Filter-A device installed in a system to remove foreign
particles from fluid or air (6:22).

Fittings-Pneudraulic connectors for linking various
comoonents to each other.

Fuse-A contrivance built so that when fluid or gas flow
exceeds a set amount the contrivance automatically fails
thereby closing off the flow.

Hardware-The screws, nuts, bolts, fasteners, and safety
devices used to connect various pneudraulic components to
one another and to the aircraft.

Pressure Regulator-A unit which maintains system pressure
Oetween two designed pressure limits (6:11-12).

Pressure Switch-An electrical switch which opens and closes
the circuit to electrically driven pumps to maintain system
pressure within set limits (6:34).

Pump-A mechanical device which produces fluid or gas under

pressure to the actuating components (14:17).

Reservoir-The pneudraulic fluid storehouse for a system. It

contains enough fluid to supply the normal operating needs
of the system as well as an additional supply to replace
fluids lost through minor leakage (14:11).

Seals-Devices used to confine fluid or air in tubes or pipes
(14:8).

Tubing-Pipes and hoses through which hydraulic fluid or air
is transported between the various pneudraulic components.

Valve-A device which directs the flow of fluid or gas in the
proper direction to control the converting of fluid or gas
into mechanical movement (14:36).
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Appendix E

Electrical Components

The following pages contain a list of problem areas and
suggested corrective actions for the electrical components
under review. This list was compiled from four sources. The
source for each problem and corrective action is cited by a
code. The code is:

LLXXXX Information extracted from the lessons learned
data bank at AFALC/LSL, Wright-Patterson AFB OH.
There is a four digit number following the LL.
That number is the reference number assigned by
the lessons learned office.

LRX:X-X Information extracted from the Air Force
Coordinating Office for Logistics Research "brown
books" at Wright-Patterson AFB OH. The first
number following the LR is either a 1, 2, or 3
which corresponds to the volume the information is
extracted. The number after the semicolon is
the reference number assigned by the logistics
research office.

906TFG _nformation arising from an interview with some of
:he electricians assigned to the 906th Tactical
Fighter Group at Wright-Patterson AFB OH. The
interview occurred on 22 May 1987.

4950TW Information arising from an interview with some of
the electricians assigned to the 4950th Test Wing
at Wright-Patterson AFB OH. The interview
occurred on 27 May 1987.

a°o.
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,x4 Index of Components by Category

Component Reliability Maintainability Accessability

Circuit LL0073, LL0410 LL2025, 4950TW LL0210, LL0899
Protection LL0630, LL1332 906FG-1 & 2

. Devices LL1418, LL2038
9 ,6'906GFG-3

Constant LL0782 LL0084, LL0134 LL0795
. Speed 906TFG-1 & -2

Drive 4950TW

Control LL0703, LL0817 LL1133, LL1968 906TFG, 4950TW
Devices LL1427, LL1459

Generators LL0101, LL0761 LL0134 4950TW
S-. LL054, LL1184 906TFG-1 & -2

LL1989

Hardware LL0035, LL0409 LL0371, LL0626
SLL0846 906TFG

Motors LL1054 LL0651 LL0760

Relays LL2021 LL0402, 906TFG LL0163, LL0393

Transformer- 4950TW 906TFG
Rectifier

Variable 906TFG 4950TW
Resistor

Voltage 906TFG 4950rW
Regulator

Wiring LL0011, LL0172 LRl:3-142 LL0075, LL0371
LL0401, LL0416 LR3:3-4, LL0106 LL0376, LL0581
LL0720, LL0764 LL0111, LL0167 [10811
LL0792, LL08L8 LL0176, L13839
LL0844, LL0905 LL1208, [L1220
LLI055, LLI085 LL1905, LL1910
LL1193, LL1234 LL1912
LL1298, LL1429

.LL1531, LL1555
LL560, LL1565

a LL1605, LL1606
LL911, LL1916
LL1956, LL1962
906TFG-1 & -2

4950TW-l & -2
No findings for Frequency and Load Controller and Vibrator.
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Circuit Protection Devices (ICPD)

Source Problem Corrective Action

LL0073 two or more independent all units should be
units that draw electrical separately protected
power through a common CPD to provide maximum

can cause unnecessary operational
loss of power to operable reliability

units when a single unit
fails thereby tripping the

CPD

LL02i0 CPDs internal to LRUs CPDs should be
increase maintenance times accessible from

outside of LRUs

LL0410 an accident potential warning devices

exists whenever warning should be designed
lights and the system(s) with a power source

they are intended to independent of the

monitor are protected by CPD of the system

the same CPD being monitored

LL0630 if voltage supply lines CPDs should be

are not provided with required on all CPDs,
a short circuit may voltage supply lines

cause total system failure so that a short
because of subsequent circuit in one unit

power supply burnout doesn't lead to
complete system
shutdown

LL0899 maintenance times will CPDs should be
increase if the CPDs are located to assure not
easily accessible simple and easy

replacement

LL1332 failure to provide CPDs in include CPDs in the
electrical flight control design on electrical
systems while operating flight control
from emergency power could systems to disconnect
cause total loss of flight electrical power from
control the flight control

system inverters if,
W during emergency power

operation, an
overvoltage condition
occurs

50
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111418 with a step down trans- decrease the size of
former, protection of the the CPD in the pri-
higher current in the mary circuit or
secondary circuit must be install CPDs in the
provided secondary circuit

LL2025 aircraft CPDS with faded amperage rating
or illegible amperage markings should be
ratings pose a problem for as permanent as the
maintenance personnel in normal life
trying to determine the expectancy of the
size of the CPD CPD

LL2038 several systems can be each system and its
lost if they are con- backup or emergency
trolled by the same CPD system should have

separate CPDs

906TFG-1 CPDs on the F-4 don't greater thought needs
take long to maintain but given to location of
sometime require as many CPDs in aircraft
as four different equipment
specialists to access them

906TFG-2 CPDs in F-4 cockpits can provide a plug-in CPD
only be accessed from in- with a quick
side the cockpit as there disconnect
is no access via an access
panel on the outside of the
aircraft

906TFG-3 when F-4s are not pres- hermetically seal
surized, water can get the CPD
inside the cockpit and
the CPDs

4950TW when troubleshooting elec- consider 1) grouping
trical circuit problems in circuit breakers by
cockpits, additional time the system they

* is spent finding the support, 2) grouping
related circuit oreaker(s) circuit breakers oy

amperage, and 3)
color-coding the
breakers by amperage
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_ Constant Soeed Drive (-SD)

Source Problem Correcti e Action

LL0084 CSD oil servicing is design of CSD oll
critical and small changes systems should ise
in aircraft attitude can an oil indicator
result in error readings system which is not

sensitive to minor
attitude changes

.LOL34 maintenance time is wasted system soecifications
if generators and CSDs have should require fai-
to be removed and replaced isolation and
together removal/replacement-

capability for
individual LRU
components without
removal of associated
components

LL0782 CSDs mounted in engines and CSDs should have
using the engine oil can independent oil
be contaminated should the systems
oil unit fail

LL0795 some CSDs cannot be easily ensure accessability
accessed is built-in to reduce

the amount of time
spent doing
routine maintenance

906TFG-1 on an F-4, the CSD and design the CSD and
generator have to be generator interface
removed as a unit so they can be
(see LL0134 also) removed separately

906TFG-2 on an F-4, four easier trouble-
specialists are needed to shooting procedures

I assist in the trouble- requiring fewer
shooting of the CSD people need to be

developed

4950TW adjusting the basic speed redesign/relocate the
governor is difficult if basic speed governor
the adjustment must be made so the adjustment can
from underneath the engine be made from the side

% I.MQ of the engine
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-- ,3 electrical switches moan-ed switches and other
directly to hydraulic electrical components
actuators may allow seepage snould no- be moanted
of hydraulic fluid into the where -ley are likely
switch to be subjected to

hydrauilc seepage

LL087 without limit sensors and sensor switches and
asymmetry sensing devices asymmetry systems for
on flights controls, con- flight control
trol surfaces and com- surfaces should oe
ponents can be damaged required

LLi33 mechanical switches require proximity switches
frequent rigging and should be used as
adjustments often as possible

LL1427 control switches that don't control switches must
remove complete power from remove all power from
the system can present a equipment related to
safety problem that circuit

!,LL1459 improper design and appli- the environment in
cation of proximity which the switches
switches in landing gear will be used must be
systems will result in considered during
mishaps design and the design

must be completely
field tested prior
to production

LL1968 ambiguous labeling of ensure proper
switches could result in labeling of all
mishaps (this has happened switches
with canopy release
controls)

906:FG on an F-4, the control greater thought needs
. devices don't take long given to access of

to maintain but they are the control devices
sometimes difficult to

* access

4950TW accessability of landing recommend locating
gear roller switches may be the roller switches
difficult depending on on the landing gear
their location inside the doors
wheel wells
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Generator -

fS o e Pr Dblem Corrective Action

_,.ss of one Onase of a system design mus-
.hree-ohase oowef source consider failure
can go undetected modes that can affect

individual phases of
a three-phase system

-L0' 34 maintenance time is wasted system specifications
if generators and constant should require fault
speed drives have to be isolation and removal
removed and replaced as a and replacement
unit capability for

individual comoonents
without removal of
associated components

"-"0761 greases used in generator bearing packs should
packs are often inadequate use grease conforming
for the high speed genera- to MIL-G-81322
tor rotational movement

LLI054 when redundant accessories redundant drive
are driven from one common sources should be
drive component, the possi- required
bility of total system loss
lies in the strength of

-' that one drive component

LL184 CSD generators have a low variable speed
mean time between failure constant frequency

generators should be
considered in place
of the CSD type

LL1989 use of MIL-L-7808 oil in a environmental
magnesium case coated characteristics must
inside wi-h sodium be considered when
di-chromate can cause a incorporating
breakdown of the coating MIL-L-7808 oil
thereby creating a sludge
which plugs the filter to
the oil cooling system and
results in a pressure and
temperature increase until
automatic igniti-n occurs
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906rFG-1 cn an 4, the CSD and design the interface
generator have to oe of CSD and generator
removed as a unit so they can be
(see LL0134 also) removed separately]

906TFG-2 on an F-4, four easier trouble-
soecialists are needed to shooting procedures
assist in the trouble- requiring less people
shooting of the CSD need to be developed

4950TW removal and replacement of consider using quick
generators is slowed down disconnect electrical
as time is spent connecting leads on generators
and disconnecting terminal
wiring

-.-
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Hardware

source Problem Corrective Action

LL0035 fastener recess designs not fastener designs
compatible with the main- selected must be the

tenance environment and optimum for the

location result in environment and

excessive manhours for location
removal and replacement

LL0371 replacement of electrical all electrical system

LRUs is difficult and LRUS should haje

time-consuming when quick quick disconnect

disconnect is not oossible capability
and soldering or unbolting
of connections is required

LL0409 failure to verify that all safety devices

safety devices for switches specified must be

and controls are completely reliable and safe

reliable can result in a
safety hazard

LL0626 removal and replacement of consider using

components fastened by captive nuts as a

bol: and nut or by screw means of fastening
and nut is difficult removable components

and panels

LL0846 clamps have to be replaced clamps must be

ic they deteriorate with installed in the

age and exposure proper environment
and should be durable

906CFG safet.ng devices consume consider using cotter

a large amount of time in oins or self-locking

the malncenance of elec- nuts on equipment

trica equipment that requires a lot
of maintenance
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Motors

Source Problem Corrective Action

LL0651 sometimes motors and re- motors and its
"- lated components must be related equipment
- replaced as a unit which should be independent

leads to higher maintenance of each other
manhours

LL0760 many manhours are wasted by provide easy access
unsealing/resealing cases to internal
and removing components for components that
adjustment require adjustment. or

provide external
adjustment of
internal components

T.LL054 when redundant accessories redundant drive
are driven from one common sources should be
drive component, the possi- required

*bility of total system loss
lies in the strength of that
one component

.7
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Relays

S SouCce P Dblem Corrective Action

L563 :nadequate access to com- components requiring
ponenrts cause unnecessary frequent access
manhour expenditure should be located

with direct access

LL0393 equipment access for main- equipment access
renance may be impaired by should be taken into
,arious alternate mission consideration when
equipment configurations designing mission

equipment

L)402 rdwired relays are diffi- maintenance repair
cult and time-consuming to times should be
fault isolate and replace considered when
when they fail deciding between

wiring vs connector
installed components

LL201 when systematic analysis completely analyze
for ndden circuits is not electrical circuitry
performed during the design for hidden circuits
oocess, unolanned
functions may occur in
complex electrical equipment

9167FG on an F-4, relay panels suggest going to a
are a high failure item olug-in type relay
and are hard to access and relocate them for
and maintain ease of maintenance
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Transformer-Rectifiers (TR)

Source Problem Corrective Action

906TFG on the F-4, the TR is a low consider a better
failure item but hard location even for
to access when it does fail low failure items
(under the seat); or easier access if
fortunately you can it must stay in
troubleshoot from the cock- current location
pit prior to removing the
seat

4950TW TRs made of silicone wafers the design of TRs
don't adequately dissipate must consider every
heat and therefore overheat environment in which
when being used on the the TR will operate

(ground; this is not an
in-flight problem as the
cooling pack then provides
additional cooling

9
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Variable Resistors

Source Problem Corrective Action

906T FG the variable resistors on research needs to be
--4s are easy to access but conducted to
they have a high failure minimize the wear
rate due to the wearing out rate on the aluminum
of the aluminum brush on brushes; replace it
the resistor with a new design or

use something in
place of an
aluminum brush

4950TW on the T-39 the variable consider a better
resistor is a low failure location even for low
item but hard to access failure items or
when it does fail (under easier access if it
the seat) must stay in the

current location

%4..
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Voltaqe Regulators

Source Problem Corrective Action

906TFG the voltage resistors on investigate the high
F-4s have a high failure failure component(s)
rate but they are easy to on the voltage
troubleshoot and remove regulators and solve
and replace their problems

4950TW removal and replacement of use slide-in racks
voltage regulators can be and cannon-plug
slowed down based on the connectors for the

N mounting and wiring mounting and wiring
configuration of the configuration of
regulator voltage regulators
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... qiring

Source Problem Corrective Action

LRl:3-142 many hours are spent develop power
troubleshooting electrical indicating wire:
problems and trying to perhaps wire whose
determine what is/is not coating changes
getting power color when power is

applied

I. LR3:3-4 much effort is spent devise a military
maintaining connectors, handbook listing
however little guidance guidelines for
is given on preventive connector preven:lve
maintenance maintenance

'LOOl connectors without strain connectors must be
relief devices could result designed with strain
in pins, or wire and pins, relief devices to

pulled out of connectors match the environment
and probable
maintenance handling

LL0075 poor accessability to wiring should be
wiring leads to high routed where
maintenance manhours and technicians can gain
support costs easy access to it

LL0106 the wiring and connectors design electrical
.J of units frequently hookups that can

removed are subject to be rapidly and simply
added damage via wear and connected/stowed with
tear a minimum of damage

LL0111 designs which require designs should
cutting and splicing of require installa:'on
wiring for component and removal of
replacement cause excessive components/parts
failures, false alarms, and w_:hout cutting
unnecessary down-i:ne Aires

LL0167 wiring running to various designs should allow
components without slack adequate slack
built-in often results in for item removal
damage to the wires and/or

connectors (see LLOIII)

I- LL0172 the size and length of wire designs should
in wiring harnesses is address the problems

inadequate and causes of wire size and
equipment breakdowns length
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:L,0176 oroliferation of nonstan- standard caoles'wires
dard cable/wiring and con- and connectors should
nectors in-rease support be used as often as
costs and iaintenance possible
manhours

LL0371 replacement of electrical all electrical system
LRUs is difficult and LRUs should have
time-consuming when quick quick disconnect
disconnect is not possible capability
and soldering or unbolting
of connections is required

LL0376 when LRUs have sub- LRUs should have
assemblies or modules modules and
that require unsoldering/ subassemblies tnat
soldering for removal and have quick disconnect
replacement, maintenance features
man-hours required for the
LRU repair are higher and

-s soldering heat can impact
* reliability

LL040 frequent handling of wiring wiring harnesses
harnesses result in broken should be located to
wires and excessive down- require infrequent
time for maintenance movement or handling

to avoid these
induced failures

LL0416 an in-flight fire can burn wiring routed through
through lines and negate potential fire zones
the systems must be hardened

LL0581 failure to locate electri- connectors must oe in
cal connectors with ade- easily accessible
quate clearance and easily locations
accessible without removal
of equipment will result in

[• excessive maitenance time

L:0720 sharp corners and edges on route wires so :ney
LRUs chafe the insulation do not chafe on LRUs;
of electrical cables soften all edges and

corners

LL0764 wire bundles and their route wires to
related systems have failed provide adequate
when rubbed by moving clearance from moving
Parts parts
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LL0792 in an effort to save ensure that
weight, light-weight wiring reliability is nor
is sometimes used which can sacrificed in a
result in maintenance weight-saving plan
problems due to fatigue
cracks of the wiring

LLO811 some components have ensure components are
limited accessability and provided adequate
pose a maintenance problem accessability
when trying to work on them

LL0818 the use of aluminum wiring don't use aluminum
for electrical power wiring
systems can result in
serious failures and fires

L0839 many wire bundles do not design specifications
have adequate equipment should require MIL-W-
interface identification 5088H para 3.9.4 be
near the ends followed; "... band

shall bear the P and J
number identifica-
tion... and the
equipment
nomenclature."

LL0844 aircraft fires can occur wiring must be routed
when electrical wiring and separately from other
tubing carrying hydraulic systems
fluid, fuels, or gases are
routed in close proximity
or clamped together

LL0905 safety hazards can result exposed wire braided
when uncoated, wire braided cable assemblies
cable harnesses unravel should be coated

LL1055 inflexible wiring harnesses wiring harnesses
attached to dnits that 3hould accommodate he
require movement may pro- full range off ra;e-
mote failures due to broken of units they are
or cut wires connected to

LL1085 due to the operating special attention is
environment, vibration, and required in the
stresses that are peculiar selection of elec-
to airframes, wiring and trical wire and

K.. connectors are more prone connectors
to breaking, chafing,
becoming brittle, etc.
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LL1193 connectors designed with connectors should be

soft metal alignment pins designed so chat :he

do not have a high mean metal used in the
time between failure alignment keys is a:

least as durable as
the metal used in
the connectors

LL1208 soldering connectors crimping instead of
lowers reliability and soldering should be
increases maintenance used when possible
times on the cables

LL1220 failure to identify wires should be
individual wires in wire easily traceable
harnesses at frequent throughout an
intervals cause excessive aircraf:
troubleshooting time

L1234 wires and harnesses that moisture must not be

run through convoluted allowed to build up

* tubing could be exposed to in wiring tubing or
constant moisture which in conduits; drainage
turn enhances corrosion points could oe one

solution

LL1293 electrical units will fail connectors must be

if water is allowed to properly sealed to

enter the connectors prevent moisture
thereby causing a short entry

LL1429 fuel pump electrical fuel pumps should
connectors not properly include the follow-
designed and sealed could ing design criteria:
promote a fuel tank fire 1) a connector con-

or explosion sisting of a single
piece insulator
(insert) and properly
spaced contacts and 2)

* complete sealing o:

both pump (we:) and
conduit (dry)
side wiring contacts
with fuel resistant
potting and top coat

0 compounds
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2 ~ LL53 anti-static additives can better sealing of
cause a breakdown in connectors must oe

V electrical connector seals effected before the
use of an antisa-ic
additive can be
approved for
operational use

LL1555 use of polymide insulated do not use polymide
wires exhibit flashover insulated wife
characteristics which may
lead to premature
replacement

ZLL560 locating electrical connec- connectors must oe
cors close to high vibra- installed away from
tion-oroducing accessories high vibration
results in fretting of the accessories
connector pins and subse-
quent failure of the
connector

LL1565 close proximity of terminals should oe
electrical terminals and designed to proh:o -
the use of screws to arcing between
tighten leads will allow terminals by the use
arcing if terminals are of adequate spacing,
bent or lead attachments protective barriers,
are loose insulation on exoosed

metal surfaces, and
use of bayonet-type
fasteners

LL605 when aluminum electrical cadmium coatings
. connectors are coated with should be used except

electroless nickel, the in high temperature
connectors are more suscep- environments
tible to corrosion

! Li66 use of bright tin plating use -in alloy con-
on electronic component 1aining i-3% lead
leads may cause tin whisker or antimony or an
growth which can result in electro-deposited
the shorting out of elec- solder
tronic circuitry
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LL1905 LdenrificaZ!on codes on design lug-terminatec
lug-efminaced wire harness wire harnesses to
leads deteriorate, causing reduce the :)oss~bili-
inadvertent cross-connec- ty of cross-
tion of leads which may not connecting wifes
oe detected un-il ooera-
tional checks are performed

LLI9I1 electrical connectors provide dummy
allowed to hang loose receptacles or
an electrical shock stowage provisions
hazard and/or damage to for electrical con-
connectors nectors not always

connected _n flight

LLl9Ii moisture and contaminants aircraft designs m:s-
reduce the re aoiiy of prohib _ tne Inges-
electrical systems and .ion of moisture
oromote corrosion and/or contaminants
(also see LL1298) into electrical bays

LL912 identical connectors used avoid the use of
in adjacent areas invite identical connecors
inadvertent cross-connect- in ad-acent areas
ing of the wrong plug to
he wrong unit

1916 when ll contacts are not ensure all contacts
installed in crimped con- are installed on
tact electrical connectors, crimped contact
the installed pins bend connectors
during connector mating

LL1956 damage to cables and cables must be
connectors results when installed in a manner
chafing or strain occurs to preclude stra-in
during maintenance and chafing

LL1962 locating electrical caoles electrical cao'es 3nd
and wire oundles n aeas wre o'IndIes m: ce
:na: exceed the maxLmm designed 'fr or >er-
conductor temperature :Ion Zrom nTgn
causes damage to operatlng :emoerat-e
the cables and connectors damage
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90r o- ! on 7-4s, w'irng is a high two possible sugges
. faiure e probaoly due tions: place wiring

to maintenance, i.e, the on a take-up reel or

wiring harness to a com- have a basic oiece of

ponent has to be pulled on wiring as an integral
to gain access to the oart of the aircraf-
cannon plug for connection with a female cannon
and disconnection and it plug then have each
has to be folded back out electrical component
of the way of other items have (say) a foot long
when the component is "pony-tail" wiring
disconnected (see LLOOll) harness wirh a male

cannon plug

9067FG-2 when electrical wiring and route wiring and
nydraulLc components are hydraulic components
routed close to each other, separately or use
hydraulic fluid will wiring insulation/'
inevitably leak on the materials that are
wiring and promote failure compatible with

hydraulic flu:d

4950CW-l the slightest damage to an design electrical
electrical 4ire can cause oower material oased
intermittent or complete on fiber ootics orb-
failre of a system perties which iS

highly flexible and
can still function
desoite a breaK in tne

-. line

49501W-2 tne round design of wiring consider Jsins
consumes a lot of soace tightly soaced, sure

Wz res
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Th-er-e are zwo cornoonents for hich no ocoblerns of

fecommrenda--ions dere 0100osed. These comoonen:3 are

1. requency and Load Coro~ler

- 2. Vibracor
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Pneudraulic Components

Th f'-o aces con~:- a -.s-- or, :cr-c'enm areas anc
su~ge~ec 2rretL~eactrLons rot- t-ne Oneidfaullc cnoet

cnder -eview. Th -s Is: was comocrea rron thfee soi-ezz
The source fr eachr croolem ind cirrecr:;ie acrt~n -s Cir-ed C,
a code. The code :

zxxxx Lnf f, M a - IOn e xta C tci -: fo mn e Ie s son s e arnec ta
on< at FLCLL Wrin:-?-a-erson A73 Di:. -e
rs a'our diiii nuoe ,D' '~nq ae

numbef is :he rereren -ce :-umoer ass--,nei cc
-. lessons learned or~ice

-. 90.6 S; 7nformarcon arsigfrom an Intlerv-ew 4- -, mn e
oneudrau.Lc chi~ef a- scgnea 1:o mne 906--n 7 a Cm
"-ghter Grouc at 4rtQht-Patmerson A73 3--. ::ne
innterv,.ew occurred on 9 June -9987.

4 49 5 0 -- nfformatLon arising :from an Wntevie wchSOMe
-ne one-udrai-c soecz a' ,sms a ss o necd mm mne 49%
Test. W,_ng a- Angn-amero n' *i.Te cner- e
occurred o- 2 June 1987.



:-Wex of Component-s by Category

Cornoonent- Reliability Maint:ainabiliL-y Accessabili:zy

Accumulators LL0731, LL0933 4950TW

-. Acut-ators LL0092, LL0965 :LL0812 LL0613
LLI8O, LL1599

F,':s LL1432 LL1080, 4950TW 9OGIEG

F:::ngs LL0395, 1L0858 LL058i, L:,0584-

''1408, 906TFG L08

?uses LL0073, [L0498 9061'EG, 4950TW LL0899

-a r4w arfe 906TF'G 4950TW L30533, 308
L30811

pressure 4950TW-l 4950TW-2
Regula ors

Pressure L30092, 331303
Sw::Thces 4950TW

:,7o 309 33, LL0972 330715 3"0582

L1,1054, 4950TW

Rese fois 30119, 330970 330600, L3L1440

s i"3310 a2,1 30 188 33L0372
3162, 9106rT'G

4950 fr 4

30 01i6, L330119 49501w LL081i, 330O850
L330359, 330383
330 7 6 4, 30 831-
330,O84 4, 315 23
90 61F-
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Accumulators

Source Problem Corrective Action

rL0731 aircraft canopies often a manual servicing/
have to be opened manually opening mechanism
because the accumulator is should be incorporated
depleted in the design of those

canopy systems which
incorporate an

accumulator to open the
canopy

L0933 the nearly continuous multiple and high speed
motion in active accumu- hydraulic pumps can
lators cause early seal virtually eliminate
wearout; additionally, acitve accumulators in
they are susceptible to hydraulic systems
allowing air to enter the
hydraulic system

4950TW though a low failure item, as much as possible,
accumulators on C-130s are main system components
difficult to access as they should be provided easy
are located behind the accessability regard-
hydraulic reservoir and less of the reliability
several hydraulic lines of the component
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Act ua to r s

Source Problem Corrective Action

LL0092 lack of limit sensors at travel limit sensor
the extremes of travel on switches should be
flight control surfaces can required in secondary,
cause damage to aircraft as well as primary,
components actuator systems for

flight control surfaces

LL0613 approximately 16-20 man- direct access to
hours are required to actuator attach ooints
remove the upper attach- should oe provided to
ment bolt of a system's eliminate :he need for
speed brake actuator as removal of other com-
both ejection seats and the ponents for access-
actuator cover must be ability
removed first

LL081 high maintenance costs can maintenance require-
result from integrating two ments must be con-
or more systems and thereby sidered to avoid tne
increasing the system integration of complex
complexity as is the case systems which drive
on one aircraft which has high maintenance costs
an integrated slat and
flap system

LL0965 a cargo aircraft did not specifications should
have mechanical stops require mechanical
installed on the pitch stops on pitch trim
trim actuator jack screw actuators to provide
thereby allowing runaway maximum protection
longitudinal trim when the against runaway trim
actuator limit switch failed

LLI0 use of flight control aircraft designers
actuators incorporating an should avoid use of

* extremely elongated elongated act..acofs
configuration and having a having an extremely
high hydraulic boost ratio high boost ratio
can result in less than without extensive
optimum flight control analysis and component

system testing

LL1599 control/actuator rods hollow control/actuator
equipped with a "slotted", rods with the eye bolt
adjustable eye bolt allow should be designed with

- water to enter the cavity neither a keyway slot
of the rod through the key- in the threads nor a
way and cause corrosion tabbed lock washer
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Filzers

Source Problem Corrective Action

LLI080 excessive maintenance specifications for

manhours are required to hydraulic system design

remove filters from should consider:

hydraulic systems 1) a minimum number of
filters in each
hydraulic system and
location behind quick-

access doors, 2) use of
high-capacity filters

-. of the throwaway type
requiring simple or no
tools to remove or
install, 3) use of
identical pressure and
return filters

N (interchangeable), and
4) use of pressure
indicators for each
filter and locate
the filter so that the
indicators are visible
for inspection

LL1432 contamination level limits future designs should

of hydraulic systems will make certain that a

be exceeded if the systems hydraulic system can

do not accept the correct accommodate the filters

size filters; this situa- necessary to maintain

tion leads to excessive the system at the

flushing of the hydraulic required contamination

system level

906TFG on F-4s, three of the the location of filters

twenty filters can only be should be provided easy

accessed by having the access as they are

aircraft jacked as stress checked often e4her

panels have to be removed during routine
maintenance or for
troubleshooting
purposes

4950TW filters are routinely and consider designing a

frequently checked for clear bowl to house the

contamination, so this filter for visual

maintenance procedure checks instead of

should be streamlined as requiring removal of

much as pcssible the filter element
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Fitcings

Source Problem Corrective Action

LL0395 cross-connecting hydraulic hydraulic line fittings
lines to a component can should be designed in a
happen when identical way that will make
fittings are used cross-connection

difficult or impossible

LL0581 failure to locate hydraulic design specifications
fittings with adequate must require that
clearance or where they are fittings are easily
easily accessible without accessible and
removal of equipment will installed with adequate
result in excessive work clearance
maintenance time

LL0582 removal and replacement of system specifications
many hydraulic system should require that
components is very diffi- replaceable components
cult and time-consuming can be removed without

removing other equip-
ment, hydraulic lines,
etc.; the use of
flexible hydraulic
lines and quick
disconnect hydraulic
fittings should be
considered

LL0858 the sleeve type of Wiggins standard AN fittings
fittings in the hydraulic with appropriate size
return lines are failing wall thickness,
due to flange separation straight swivel
in the self aligning part couplings, or rigid
of the tube to fitting Wiggins fittings with
interface flexible line segments

should be used in
hydraulic recurn !,nes

LL0881 hydraulic manifolds without a hydraulic fitting
enough clearance between clearance requirement
the manifold fittings will for ease of maintenance
hinder removal and replace- should be incorporated
ment of the innermost hose as a hydraulic system
fittings (see LL0581) requirement
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LL1408 hydraulic components which components shoud be
have identical fittings for designed to prevent
both the input and output inadvertent reverse
could lead to the component installation
being installed in the
reverse direction

906TFG aluminum fittings, though designers should con-

lighter than steel sider the trade-off
fittings, are easier to between weight and
damage durability when

choosing the material
for components
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Fuses

Source Problem Corrective ActIon

LL0073 ol acing two or more each component should
hydraulic components have a separate oro-
Through a common fuse can tection device
cause unnecessary failure
of the operable unit when
the other unit fails

LL0498 a hydraulic line carries hydraulic system
flammable liquid and may design should feouire
represent a fire hazard the use of fuses on
if it is not protected by both primary and
a properly located fuse emergency hydraulLc

lines; these devLces
should be situated to
provide maximum pro-
tection against tine or
component ruoture

rLL0899 poor accessability to fuses should be located
fuses drive up the removal in a convenien- loca-
and replacement time of the tion to assure simple

' fuse and easy replacement

906TFG though fuses have decals on consider designing the
them indicating installa- fuse so that it 's hard
tion direction, they can mounted with a clamo in
still be installed one position
backwards

4950TW though fuses have decals on design each fuse so it
them indicating installa- is physically different
tion direction, they can or possibly color code
still be installed the fuses and tne
backwaards attachment ooints

*O7
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Hardware

Source Problem Corrective Action

LL0533 hydraulic components which components which
are fastened to the air- require frequent
craft structure with semi- removal should be
permanent fasteners are not attached to the cri-
easily removed mary structure witn

easily removable
hardware

LL0582 failure to design for and system specifications
verify easy access to should require -naz
reparable and frequently components can oe
replaced components removed without
increases repair time removing other

equipment, hydrajilc
lines, etc.

LLO811 when components are not ensure that comoonents
provided adequate access- are provided adequate
ability for maintenance, access
many manhours are expended
in trying to reach and
replace the failed items

906TFG hardware made of soft use stainless steel
metals tend to round at hardware if the
the edges if they are hardware will be
removed often removed often

4950TW safety wiring components use self-locking nuts,
consumes a great deal of or other techniques,
manhours when possible, to avoid

safety wire
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Pressure Regulators

Source Problem Corrective Action

4950TW-1 some pressure regulators design the pressure
are designed so they can regulator so that it
be installed backward can only be mounted in

one position

4950TW-2 the proliferation of parts parts should be stan-
can cause a great deal of dardized as much as
time to be wasted if the possible and then
wrong part is accidentally should be physically
installed different as well as

being color-coded
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Pressure Switches

Source Problem Corrective : o

LL0092 lack of limit sensors at system spec~ficarOr'is
ztne extremes of ,ravel on should reQouLre t-ravel
flight control surfaces can limit sensor switches
cause damage to aircraft in secondary as well as
components primary actujator

systems for :fli h:
control surrtaces

!,---303 use of a low oressure ensure t hat- warning
warning system that has an systems wnLch rnon:-:Dr
indicat.or light that only critical syst ems are
senses a low needle posi- seoarat-e 'rD.M --he
tion on the press ure (gage primary ~cctn
can result in erroneous system
warnings if the (gage system
ffails

*4950TW there are induced failures a softer mount for t:ne
to the electrical oortion switch shoxn'- damcen
of pressure switches due to the fllight- viobra:ilon
vibration in -flight and thereby mlnzm::e

the induced fauluresz
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.. " ?umos

Source Proolem _urfect Le Ac:..

LL0582 removal and replacement of system specifica-:ins
many hydraulic system should require _na:
components is very diffi- replaceabie components
cult and time-consuming can be removed 4:hou._

removing other ecujo-
men:, hydraulic >nes,
-etc.; the use a:
"eXible hvdra' C

.ies andI i -<
connect nydrau :

't i ngs should
De considered

.-. ' 5 comoonents that are systems should no:
required to ooerate in decend on comoonents
unison with minor devia- which require ofecise
tions in output pressure ad-ustment oro -o

* should be designed with installation
the capability for field
level calibration

...933 the nearly continuous multiole and n',n soeedV. motion in active accumu- hydraulic pumps can
.ators cause early seal virtually eliminate
wearout; additionally, active accumulators in
they are susceptible to hydraulic systems
allowing air to enter the
hydraulic system

3L0972 conventional spline non-metallic adapters
couplings used with such should be evaluated for
engine driven accessories all splined engine
as hydraulic pumps have drive accessories
demonstrated high wear rates

* .. )54 when redundan: accessories edundan: frxe rro s
are driven from one common snould oe ecue
drive component, the possi-
bility of total system loss
lies in the strength of that
one drive component

4950TW there are induced failures a softer mount for he
to pumps due to vibration pump should dampen the
in flight flight vibration and

thereby minimise tne
induced failures

-- __1



Reservoirs

J: :re ?roolem Corrective Action

L01_9 -::e use of engine bleed air engine bleed air should
.to Oessurice hydraulic not be a source of

reservoirs may damage the reservoir
reservoir, the tubing and pressurization
The flex lines should the
Pressure regulator fail

L1J60J if eac, reservoir is not each reservoir should
equioed with its own quan- nave a separate
-::y indicating gage, then ouantity indica:or,
excessive maintenance located at the
manhours will be used servicing poin:, and :n
servicing units which do addition to The
not require servicing indicator in the

cockpit

'A970 aircraft incorporating non- the use of separated
Sseparated type hydraulic type reservoirs

reservoirs may experience should be required
hydraulic failure if whenever oossinie
moisture removing elements
within the bleed air
components fail to remove
a -l contaminants

LL1440 the location of the consideration should be
hydraulic systems bleed given to locating The
valves and reservoir gages reservoir gages and
may make it very difficult bleed valves close to
for one person to perform the servicing area
hydraulic system servicing
and bleeding operations

.O
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Sea _ s

Soarce Pfoo1em orfect Le Act:on

LLO-D all'' components exposed to all components must Oe
the environment, i.e., adeouatelv sealed to
exposed to water in wheel Orevent intrusion or
wells, can be degraded t'he ev Lronment
should moisture enter the
components

ZLOA88 hydraulic problems can be --seals wi-h an:i-
experienced from o-ring extrusion devices

4 isting and rolling provide good
cerformance when
tw:s:ing and roiing is
exoerienced or
oredicted

LL0372 many oressure seals require pressure seals should
removal of the components be designed to permit
running through the femov_" and reolacemen:
poressure hull if the seal wIcoiou: comoonen:
must be replaced removal

LL'1162 some seals do not seals that will be
effectively exclude con- exposed to harsh
taminants or retain fluids environments should be
when used in areas sub- environmentally tested
jected to harsh environ- cer MiL-STD-SI0C
ments (see LL002)

906rFG standard o-rings tend to consder using GT
roll and come out of their (half-moon) seals
grooves (see LL0188) instead of o-rings

49507W gaskets (stationary seals) the reliability and
wear out quicker than maintainability trade-
moveable seals because they ;ffs of IsnI airtefen

arent comoletely luori- _:-"es or sea-s must Oe

cated and therefore they explored when designing
crust fron drying out components
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S~idr'Ze ?roo'm iorrec:Lyie Ac: iof

LLO0 6 ns~poor-eZ : iid systen ~ ne re~iao:i : o~

'nes are s.o~ect to stress r-gid fL nd system

and ioratton effects wntcn nnes, as Inf"uenCed 0.'

rest in failire ts installation,
should be ascertained
during design

9 :ne .se of enQIne oleed atr engine oleed air sno

. nressurie hydramlic no, be a source or
'eservojrs may damage the reservoir
reservoir, :ne tUbina and oressiriza:Lon
-he flex !Ines should .ne
Cressare regJIatcof fail

L:0359 wnen :hin-walled hydraulic the tradeoff between

tiLng ts jsed, fla ten ing the use of thin-wa-ec

and ovality can res1n> in tubing to save weigh:

--he bend areas or tne and the use of thicker-

1"-uing walled tubing to
prevent ovality should
be closely evaluated

0333 flghn contr)l systems thorough fire hardenng

Powered by hydraulics can of redundant lines for

fail should an in-flight emergency hydraulic

fire occur which destroys power for critical

-me ncdraultc lines critical hydraulic
systems such as flint
controls can
significantly increase
the survivability from
in-flight fires or
explos ions

L0 64 oino and hoses hale tubing and hoses must
_'e in ;artous Weaoon 0e orovided adecuate

systems 4hen excosed to clearance or oroteczion
moving oarts from possible contact

with moving parts

>L0811 4hen components are not ensure that components
*Ig orovtded adequate access- are provided adeouate

ability for maintenance, access
many mannours are E :pended
-rying to reach and replace
.he failed items

*34
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LL0831 routing redundant flight redundant flight
control tubing, wiring, control systems should
and cables together could not be routed together
render the flight control
inooerative if hit by enemy
fire or otherwise damaged

LL0844 aircraft fires can occur wiring and tubing
when electrical wiring and carrying different
tubing carrying hydraulic volatile material
fluid, fuels, or gases are should be routed
routed in close proximity in such a way that
or clamped together electrical arcing

cannot cause a fire

L30850 the removal of large cargo access to underfloor
compartment floor panels is hydraulic lines should
required to gain access to be accomplished by one
the nose landing gear of the following:
hydraulic lines under the provide properly
floor of one aircraft stressed access oanels

in the cargo floor
which would eliminate
the need to remove
large floor panels, or
route the hydraulic
lines through more
accessible areas

LL1528 locating hydraulic lines in special attention
leading edges without any should be paid to the
protective bulkheads can impact damage suscept-
result in loss or degrada- ability of routing
tion of flight controls and paths used for flight
possibly inflight fire/loss critical plumbing;
OI aircraft consider routing the

plumbing in wing

leading edges behndn
control surfaces or
wing struc:r3a"
suppor ts

9'D6DF ruober hoses are less teflon hoses don'-
relable and require more weather, they !as-
maLntenance than teflon longer, they' ar, -.

noses to manLac:d~e, A..

they don't rex:
time cnano4e .1:
rubber hoses
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4950TW tubing is inflexible and consider replacing the

can therefore present tubing with steel

problems during maintenance braided, hi-pressure
teflon hoses in high
flex areas
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Valves

source Problem Corrective Action

LL0044 valves with lead seals leak reparable valves which
after several opening and have a long service
closing operations life and seal material
requiring replacement of which can withstand
the complete valve assembly many operations before

replacement should be
used

LL0118 servicing acsprbes maintainability
and time consuming main- requirements should
tenance workaround pro- include minimum and
cedures can be caused when maximum characteristics
an aircraft is under of an aircraft
maximum load characteristics

LL0133 look-alike servicing valves specifications should
may lead to inadvertent require proper identi-
connection to the wrong fication of servicing
pressure valves either by color

code or physical shape
to prevent erroneous
applications of
pressures

LL0413 incorporating several bleed hydraulic systems that
valves in a hydraulic employ a self-bleeding
system which has a self capability through
bleeding design can create system operation should
added maintenance work be designed with a

minimum number of bleed
valves

LL0582 failure to design for reparable/replaceable
reparable and frequently components should be
replaced components able to be removed

*increases repair time without removing othec
equipment

LL0622 lack of shutoff valves to manual shutoff valves
isolate portions of a should be considered as
system can result in a design feature in

*increased maintenance hydraulic systems
requirements and decreased
aircraft readiness
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LL1440 the location of the consideration should be
hydraulic systems bleed given to locating the
valves and reservoir gages reservoir gages and
may make it very difficult bleed valves close to
for one person to perform the servicing area
hydraulic system servicing
and bleeding operations
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